Introduction {#Sec1}
============

A deterministic finite automaton (DFA) is said to be a permutation DFA if every input symbol induces a permutation on the state set. A language recognized by a permutation DFA is called a permutation language. The class of permutation languages has been introduced by Thierrin \[[@CR22]\] who also proved some closure properties of this class using cancellative congruences. The aim of this paper is to study this class in detail, including the operational state complexity.

The state complexity of a regular operation is the number of states sufficient and necessary in the worst case for a DFA to accept the language resulting from the operation, considered as a function of the numbers of states in DFAs for operands. The state complexity of basic regular operations was given by Maslov \[[@CR15]\] and Yu et al. \[[@CR23]\].

If the operands of an operation belong to some subclass of regular languages, then the complexity of this operation may be significantly smaller than in the general case. The operational state complexity in several subclasses of regular languages has been studied in the literature. Câmpeanu et al. \[[@CR6]\] considered finite languages, Han and Salomaa \[[@CR8], [@CR9]\] investigated prefix-free and suffix-free languages, and Brzozowski et al. \[[@CR3], [@CR4]\] examined ideal and closed languages. The classes of co-finite, star-free, union-free, and unary languages have been studied as well \[[@CR1], [@CR5], [@CR13], [@CR18]\].

In this paper, we first study closure properties of the class of permutation languages. We provide alternative proofs to those in \[[@CR22]\]; our proofs use automata constructions and properties of permutation DFAs. Moreover, we prove that permutation languages are not closed under power, positive closure, cut, shuffle, cyclic shift, and permutation. Then we study the operational state complexity in the class of permutation languages. For each considered operation, we obtain tight upper bounds on its state complexity. Our witnesses are defined over unary or binary alphabets. In the case of left and right quotients, we need $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Preliminaries {#Sec2}
=============

We assume that the reader is familiar with the backgrounds in formal languages and automata theory. For details, the reader may refer to \[[@CR11], [@CR21]\].
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A *nondeterministic finite automaton with multiple initial states* (MNFA) is a quintuple $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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For states *p* and *q* and a symbol *a*, we write that *M* has a transition (*p*, *a*, *q*) if $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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To prove minimality of unary DFAs, we use the following lemma.
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-------------

Let *A* be a permutation DFA. Then the minimal DFA equivalent to *A* is a permutation DFA.
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-----
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Corollary 4 {#FPar5}
-----------

A language *L* is a permutation language if and only if the minimal DFA accepting *L* is a permutation DFA.

Lemma 5 {#FPar6}
-------
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Proof {#FPar7}
-----
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Lemma 6 {#FPar8}
-------

Every language recognized by a permutation MDFA is a permutation language.

Proof {#FPar9}
-----
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Lemma 7 {#FPar10}
-------

Let *M* be an *n*-state permutation MDFA. Then *L*(*M*) is accepted by a permutation DFA with at most $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Proof {#FPar11}
-----
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Closure Properties of Permutation Languages {#Sec3}
===========================================

In this section, we study the closure properties of the class of permutation languages. The results for Boolean operations, concatenation, Kleene closure, reversal, and quotients have been already obtained by Thierrin \[[@CR22]\] using cancellative congruences; here we provide alternative proofs using automata constructions and properties of permutation automata. Moreover, we consider the operations of power, positive closure, cut, shuffle, cyclic shift, and permutation.

Theorem 8 {#FPar12}
---------

**(Closure Properties).** The class of permutation languages is closed under complementation, intersection, union, difference, symmetric difference, reversal, right and left quotient, and it is not closed under concatenation, cut, shuffle, power, Kleene and positive closure, cyclic shift, and permutation.

Proof {#FPar13}
-----

\(a\) Let *K* and *L* be accepted by permutation DFAs *A* and *B*, respectively. The language $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$L^R$$\end{document}$ is accepted by a permutation MDFA obtained from *B* by reversing all transitions and by swapping the roles of initial and final states, and it is a permutation language by Lemma [6](#FPar8){ref-type="sec"}. If $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\{s\cdot w \mid w\in L\}}$$\end{document}$ initial, so it is a permutation language by Lemma [6](#FPar8){ref-type="sec"}.
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                \begin{document}$$k\ge 2$$\end{document}$ and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$K=L=a(aa)^*$$\end{document}$. Then *K* and *L* are unary permutation languages and we have  and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$L^k = a^k(aa)^*$$\end{document}$, which are not permutation languages.
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                \begin{document}$$a^*$$\end{document}$. By Lemma [5](#FPar6){ref-type="sec"}, they are not permutation languages.
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                \begin{document}$$\text {shift}(L(A))$$\end{document}$ is not a permutation language.
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State Complexity of Operations on Permutation Languages {#Sec4}
=======================================================

In this section, we study the state complexity of operations on permutation languages. Let us start with Boolean operations.

Theorem 9 {#FPar14}
---------
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                \begin{document}$$m,n\ge 3$$\end{document}$. Let *K* and *L* be languages accepted by permutation DFAs with *m* and *n* states, respectively. Then we have $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${{\,\mathrm{sc}\,}}(K\cup L), {{\,\mathrm{sc}\,}}(K\cap L), {{\,\mathrm{sc}\,}}(K\setminus L), {{\,\mathrm{sc}\,}}(K\oplus L)\le mn$$\end{document}$, and these upper bounds are met by binary permutation languages. Moreover, if $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\gcd (m,n)=1$$\end{document}$, then these bounds are met by unary permutation languages.

Proof {#FPar15}
-----

The upper bound *mn* is the same as for regular languages and it is met by binary permutation languages $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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We continue with concatenation, power, Kleene and positive closure, and reversal. We first consider the unary case, then we deal with a general alphabet.

Theorem 10 {#FPar16}
----------

**(Basic Operations: Unary Case).** Let $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$m,n\ge 2$$\end{document}$. Let *K* and *L* be unary languages accepted by permutation DFAs with *m* and *n* states, respectively. Then , and this bound is tight if $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${{\,\mathrm{sc}\,}}(L^R)\le n$$\end{document}$, and this bound is tight.

Proof {#FPar17}
-----

[(a)](#Par52){ref-type=""} In the case of unary languages, we have , and the upper bound *mn* follows from \[[@CR23], Theorem 5.5\]. For tightness in the case when $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\gcd (m,n)=1$$\end{document}$, consider the unary permutation languages $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${{\,\mathrm{sc}\,}}(KL)=mn$$\end{document}$ by \[[@CR23], Theorem 5.4\].

[(b)](#Par53){ref-type=""} The upper bound is the same as for regular languages \[[@CR20], Theorem 3\], and it is met by the permutation language $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Theorem 11 {#FPar18}
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Proof {#FPar19}
-----
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Notice that for concatenation, the upper bound is almost the same as for regular languages, while for square, the bound is exactly one half of the upper bound in the general case. In the next theorem, we consider quotients.

Theorem 12 {#FPar20}
----------
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Proof {#FPar21}
-----
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Finally, we consider the cut operation on permutation languages. We briefly recall the construction of a DFA for the cut operation, cf. \[[@CR2], p. 74\], \[[@CR7], p. 91\] or \[[@CR10], p. 193\]. For two languages accepted by DFAs *A* and *B* with *m* and *n* states, respectively, we can construct the *cut automaton* $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Theorem 13 {#FPar22}
----------
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Proof {#FPar23}
-----
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In the unary case, since each non-empty permutation language is infinite, the upper bound is $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Conclusions {#Sec5}
===========

We examined the class of permutation languages, that is, the languages that are recognized by deterministic finite automata in which every input symbol induces a permutation on the state set. We used automata constructions and properties of permutation automata to show that the class of permutation languages is closed under Boolean operations, reversal, and left and right quotient, and it is not closed under concatenation, power, positive closure, Kleene closure, cut, shuffle, cyclic shift, and permutation.Table 1.Closure properties and state complexity of operations on the class of permutation languages. ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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We also studied the state complexity of operations on permutation languages. Our results are summarized in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}. The table also displays the size of alphabet used to describe witnesses. All our witnesses are described over a unary or binary alphabet, and the binary alphabet is always optimal except for the Boolean operations in case of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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We did not consider the state complexity of shuffle and cyclic shift and leave them for the future work. Although the class of regular languages is not closed under the permutation operation, we conjecture that the permutation of a permutation language is always regular. If this is the case, then the state complexity of this operation is of great interest to us as well.
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